
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

EYFS Nursery   

Dear Parents, 

Welcome to the first of many home school book letters that you will receive throughout this year from the 
Nursery team. We hope it is an interesting and enjoyable way for you to take a glimpse every week into your 
child’s adventures in BISB. So, make yourselves a cup of tea, sit back and enjoy a good read! 
 
Last week was a tricky start for some children but by the end of this week, the only loud screams to be heard 
are those of delight in the playground! Your children are settling in amazingly well and, although there might 
be the odd bit of resistance for some children leaving mummy or daddy in the mornings and afternoons, 
everyone is settling in super well once they go through the Nursery door.  
 

We started our first topic/theme for this term, which is 
called “Me, Myself and I.” This is a familiar theme for 
pre-nursery and nursery children alike, it helps us get 
to know them and them to get to know themselves. 
This week was all about identifying who we think we 
are and what we see when we look in the mirror. It 
threads through every aspect of the seven areas of the 
EYFS curriculum, but is particularly great for 
introducing  language skills and new vocabulary or 

revisiting familiar words and extending them into conversation about ourselves. If you look in your child’s 
HSB you will see how they interpreted what they saw reflecting back at them, with a beautiful drawing or 
mark-making activity. Remember you can chat to your child about their drawing, either in your mother 
tongue or in English. Also, the library book they will bring home each week is chosen by your child, it may be 
a more complex story or a simple one, but the most important thing is that you take time to share the book 
with them. Just look at the illustrations together or make up a whole new story around the existing one. It 
can be in your mother tongue or English but most of all make it fun! Books can take children to places they 
have never experienced or imaginary worlds that they can get totally lost in, and are pivotal to increasing 
vocabulary and enriching language development. 
 
As discussed in the Parents’ meeting, Communication and language, Personal, social and emotional 
development  and Physical development are the three prime areas in Nursery, so wherever your child is on 
their developmental journey, we will be supporting and scaffolding their progress in these three areas in 
particular.  
 
Each week in the HSB letter you will see something called a “Talk Topic.” This is another way of getting your 
little one to discuss, ask questions and find out new information about a given subject. All you need to do is 
facilitate the talking by finding a moment as a family to chat together and ponder the talk topic subject. 
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We also have our ‘Stars of the week’ which you will find in the whole school newsletter. Each week, two 
children, who have stood out from all of the other twinkling stars we have in Nursery will receive a special 
mention for their achievements. They will receive a Star of the week certificate but most importantly, they 
will also take home one of our ‘reading owls’ to talk to, take care of and read to over the weekend. Mrs 
Davies will chat to your child and you about this when it is their turn to have the reading owl.  
Unfortunately, we have already started with the coughs, colds and runny noses! This is quite normal for this 
time of year as, for most children, this is their first experience of being part of a large group of children, and 
three- and four-year-olds have no inhibitions when it comes to sneezing or coughing on everyone within a 
five-kilometre radius, including the teachers of course! Therefore, if your child is unwell, even without a 
fever, please keep them at home until the cold/virus has properly cleared up and their nose has completely 
dried up, even when they sneeze. 
 

Thank you for letting us know when your child is absent from Nursery,  
but please could you also let us know why they are absent? We like to 
monitor which virus are doing the rounds, so please send a quick email 
to nurseryteacher@telenet.be  or to the School office. (Please don’t 
send it to Edmodo as it may not be seen straight away). 
 
Until next week, enjoy whatever you have planned for this weekend 
and don’t forget to discuss our talk topic. See you all next week! 
 
Thank you, 
 
Alison Davies, Anna Nagy & Vanessa diFine 

 

Our talk topic is: What is your favourite toy or game and why? 

Alison Davies, Anna Nagy & Vanessa diFine   nurseryteacher@telenet.be 

 

EYFS Reception  

Dear Parents, 

 

What an exciting start of the academic year! The children 

have been absolutely amazing these first days and have 

taken on board every single activity done in class.  

Our topic for this first half Autumn term is ‘We are all 

different and unique’. The children have started working 

with their name, they have looked at all the letters in it, we have sounded them out, we have counted them, 

they have recognized their names amongst other names using name cards and they have had a good attempt 

on writing them. Next week we will start talking about families, so we would appreciate if you could send a 

family picture. It can be a printed copy, or you can send it to our email address 

(receptionteacher@telenet.be) and we will print it in school. Thank you.  

In literacy we have introduced oral blending of sounds. Your children might have told you about the blue 

crocodile puppet who visited us in class and who lives in my desk’s bottom drawer. His name is ‘Croc’ and, 

when he speaks, he uses letter sounds rather than words to express himself. The children had to pay close 

attention to try and guess what he was saying to them when he pronounced the sound of, for instance,        
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p – o – n – d to tell them that he lives in the ‘pond’. Through sound talk the children start getting acquainted 

with the idea of sounding out letters instead of calling them by their names.  

In Maths we have started naming and identifying numbers from 0 to 6. To 

do this we have played several games during carpet time with small toys, 

number cards, whiteboards and pens.  For instance, each child was given 

a card with a number from 0 to 6 on it, s/he was asked to name the 

number and then to count as many small toys as the number card 

showed. Then, altogether, we would see if the number of toys counted 

was correct or if it was more or less than what the number card showed. 

We also had a ‘number hunt’ in the playground where they had to find 

each number from 0 to 6 as many times as they could. All of these games 

were then revised through oral work and in written form in each child’s 

counting workbook.  

In our PE session we exercised with hoops using positional language; place your hoop in front of you, step 

inside your hoop, stand beside the hoop, etc. We also created a circuit in which we all stood in a circle holding 

the hoop so it would stand vertically and then each child in turn had to go through the hoops and round the 

circle. We then used the hoops as steering wheels and we practiced rolling them and pushing them so they 

would roll on their own. You must have heard about the game Mrs. Crocodile and if you didn’t, please ask 

your child about it as they all had lots of fun playing it! 

In Art this week the children have painted a beautiful watercolour background that will be used to back each 

of their self-portrait drawings, which were also done and framed during the same session. Once they are all 

ready, we will hang them on our art wall display in the classroom. A photo of it will be uploaded in Edmodo 

for you to see.  

Every week we have a different talk topic that is mentioned in the newsletter 

and for which the aim is to discuss about it at home together as a family. 

After this, it will be discussed in school altogether during circle time. 

Therefore, our talk topic for next week is: Who is part of your family? Can 

you mention their names? 

Thank you to everyone for joining our Zoom meeting on Wednesday and for 

joining our Edmodo page. If you haven’t joined yet, please do so you don’t 

miss out on the news, which is posted regularly. 

Have a lovely weekend, we’ll see you all on Monday.  

Mrs. Van Wassenhove and Mrs. Julaton     receptionteacher@telenet.be  

 

KS1 Year 1    

Dear Parents,  

The weather has been kind to us since we returned to school, and we have 

enjoyed making the most of learning time outdoors.  We have been very 

impressed with how the children are co-operating, taking turns and sharing 

during playtimes.  They really are demonstrating their understanding of the 

class rules that we wrote last week.  We have observed such creativity as the 

children built props for their imaginative play: we had Turbo Boosters for 

superheroes and a drone-style Flying Eagle, complete with camera on top!  
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The book we began reading for Literacy is called ‘The Invisible Boy’ but before it was revealed, the children 

had to predict what they thought the title was.  The book is giving us lots of opportunities for role play and 

developing oracy.  It is also a great stimulus for discussions about friendships and belonging.  All very relevant 

for the start of a new school year.   

We were busy in Mathematics, counting and matching numerals to objects, 

estimating and then checking by counting, identifying ‘one more’ than a given 

number and ordering numbers.  We have also been recognizing domino and dice 

arrays without counting and worked hard to form numerals correctly.   

  

For Science, we began our ‘Who Am I?’ unit by naming body 

parts.  We sang ‘Head and Shoulders’ and ‘Dem Bones’.  

Also, we extended our science lesson from the classroom to 

the outdoors and children drew around each other with 

chalk and labelled body parts. 

Thanks again to those of you who managed to join our Zoom Curriculum 

Evening Meeting.  If you were unable to attend, all the relevant information is 

in the Folders on the Year1 Class page on Edmodo.  (If you haven’t yet joined, 

the code is f56xt3.) 

Have a great weekend. 

Miss Corrigan and Mrs Bandaru    Year1teacher@telenet.be 

 

KS1 Year 2  

Dear Parents,  

Year Two have started their school year with energy and enthusiasm and have settled into their new 

classroom and routine well. We have been getting to know some of the new children in our class and  

welcomed back those returning after the holidays.  

Year Two have already begun enjoying their first topic, Castles!  

We started our topic with a visit to the (almost) life-size castle in the hall and thought about all the people 

that might live inside such a building. We decided that it was kings, queens, princes, princesses and brave 

knights that might live inside the castle and so we painted our self-portraits dressed-up as important kings, 

queens or knights of the castle.  

We were very inspired to make some very beautiful royal 

crowns of our own in our Art lesson and, in Topic, we role-

played being the Queen for a day and making up our own 

royal rules! 

To kickstart our class text, ‘The Queen’s Hat’ we were visited 

by none other than Queen Elizabeth, the Queen of England, 

herself and her elegant Lady-in-Waiting, Lady Tolentino. The 

Queen showed us where she lived in London with a visit to 

some of the most famous London landmarks, such as Big Ben, 

the Tower of London, London Bridge and the London Eye. 
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Then she kindly took us on an online tour of her very own palace, 

Buckingham Palace, where we saw inside the throne room, the grand 

staircase, her drawing room and the magnificent banquet hall! She spoiled 

us with her favourite food – English scones with jam and cream! Yummy! 

The children have really impressed us with how they have taken to the new 

fast-paced style of writing in Year Two – using Mrs.C style of word collection 

(‘chotting’) to create huge banks of interesting words and then using our new vocabulary to create exciting 

and varied sentences. We can already see how their writing speed and stamina are increasing!  

To prepare us for this new style of writing, the children 

had another Experience Day – this time, watching movies 

and short news footage of extreme windy weather. They 

then worked together to collect as many words as they 

could think of for this weather. Just like in our story, ‘The 

Queen’s Hat,’ we then took photographs of each other 

wearing all different kinds of hats and striking windy day 

poses whilst hanging onto our hats!  

In Maths, we have been continuing to assess the children’s prior knowledge of 

a range of mathematical concepts with games, songs and hands-on, practical 

activities. We have covered number bonds to ten and twenty, doubling numbers 

to 15, counting in twos, fives and tens and finding ten more and ten less than 

any number. We will be returning to these concepts throughout the term, but 

you can rehearse these mental maths concepts at home too.  

Talk Topic: If you were in charge for a day, what rules would you make up and 

why? 

Gabriel Bird, year2teacher@telenet.be  Mrs. Tolentino 

 

Music with Mme. Mayeur - Acorn Building: Years 1 & 2  

This week in music, we were so glad to finally be reunited. We learned 

two fun songs in French: "Pour se dire bonjour" and "Bonjour tout va 

bien" and played various games with instruments.  

 

French - Acorn Building: Reception, Years 1 & 2 with 

Mme. Scharf 

Reception:  

We got to know one another by asking “Comment tu t’appelles 
?” and by answering “Je m’appelle … et toi ?” This was 
reinforced with a little song which you can find at this address 
https://youtube.com/watch?v=1vxt5qkOWXo&feature=share.  
The children also learnt to say “Je suis un garçon / Je suis une 
fille”.  
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Year 1: 
We got to know one another by asking and saying our names.  We  
learnt to ask for specific things in the classroom in French : “(je peux 
avoir) une gomme s’il vous  plaît ?”, des ciseaux, un crayon, des 
crayons de couleurs, un taille-crayon, un livre.  We also started our 
first story: “Un pays blanc”. A white country with no colours and 
Tourloublanc will have to find them.  
 
 

Year 2: 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
We got to know one another by asking and answering 
our names. 
 

We also learnt/revised to ask “Comment ça va ?” and gave all the different possible answers : “ça va (très) 
bien / Ça va comme ci comme ça / Ça va mal”. We also learnt to say Bonjour / Bonsoir / Bonne nuit. We 
wrote these words in our notebook. We answered the question “Qui est-ce?” when asking somebody’s name 
: “C’est Ektha” and we used the pronouns “je, tu, il, elle”.  
   

EAL (English as an Additional Language) 

 

Dear Parents, 

In these first weeks of the new school year, it has been great to see 

everyone again, and to meet some of the new students in school. My 

focus during this time has been getting to know the new children in the 

Acorn building, through individual reading and conversation, as well as 

through small group activities.  

In the small group sessions, we read the stories Dear Zoo, taking time to interview 

each other about which animals we like and why, and The Smartest Giant in Town, 

involving conversations about being kind, as well as looking in the text for words 

meaning big, small, old and new. The children also had a chance to tell a story in 

their own words, looking through a picture book (with no text).  

Over the coming weeks, I will be working closely with 

the class teachers, planning activities which will best 

support the children’s English language development. 

Please contact me directly, or through the school 

office or your child’s class teacher, if you would like to 

discuss anything relating to your child’s progress in English. 

I wish you a happy weekend.  

Kate Read    ealteacher@telenet.be 
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KS2 Year 3 

 

Home School Book – Year 3 
 
Dear Parents, 
 
Our first full week has been a busy one, with lots to 
fit in to our packed timetable.  In Literacy, we have 
had introductory sessions in reading, writing, 
spelling and grammar.  Our reading focus was a 
rhyming story, in which we practised reading with 
the appropriate rhythm required for the rhyming style.  In writing, as well as a first attempt at a stand-alone 
story, we also had our first ‘sentence stacking’ lesson in connection with this term’s book ‘The Incredible 
Book-Eating Boy’.  This first session opened with a bang – the very first sentence requiring a ‘relative clause’ 
– so we took it very slowly, so that we could all take our time in trying to create one. In spelling, we examined 
the various possible spellings of the ‘ai’ sound (ai, ay, ei, ey, eigh, aigh, ea) and in grammar we revised the 
basic punctuation requirements for any sentence. 
 
The focus in Maths this week has been on revising addition and subtraction, using bonds to 10, 20 and 100, 
doubles, multiples of 5 and 10 and addition/subtraction patterns, which are particularly helpful when 
performing sums which cross 10s numbers (eg, 9+5=14, 39+5=44, 15-7=8, 35-7=28 etc).  The emphasis has 
been on practising and cementing these basic skills, in order to speed up our general Maths work through 
the year. 
 
We also began our first Science unit - about ‘Food and Our Bodies’.  The first session was an introduction to 
‘food’ as a fundamental requirement for all living things, with the distinction between plants, which make 
their own food, and animals, which have to find food.  We also made a list of the other features of all living 
creatures, including movement, senses, reproduction and, most amusing of all, excretion!  Please remember 
to send in your completed 2-day food diaries and a couple of empty food packets for next Monday’s session 
– thank you. 

Our topic this term is ‘Animal Kingdoms’, and we will be 
concentrating on South America, with its  range of different 
habitats.  We began with an introductory lesson on the geography 
of the continent and did some map work on the 13 countries of 
South America and the area covered by the Amazon Rainforest.   
 
Our Art sessions will generally be associated with our topic work, 
and we started our first multi-week project, creating individual  
display posters, showing details of the layers and creatures of the 
rainforest. 

 
Maths homework for next week (allocated at the weekend) will be Sea-shack Smash 3.2 – adding/subtracting 
2-digit numbers to/from 2-digit numbers.   
Talk Topic for next week is: ‘Do you think that any bridges should be built across the Amazon River?  
Why/why not?’ 
 
Wishing you a relaxing weekend, 
 
Patrick Tranter and Naomi Irakoze     year3teacher@telenet.be 
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Year 4   
 
Dear Parents, 

Thank you for participating in the curriculum evening on Wednesday and 

being a great audience, I hope you found it helpful. I have put the information 

on Edmodo and sent it home with the children so that you can be aware of 

what we are doing in Year 4. We have had a great start to the year and the 

children are getting familiar with their new class and routines. I’d like to take 

this opportunity to welcome Daksha, Noushin, Arjun and Ashish and their 

families to BISB and our Year 4 class in particular, we hope that you settle in quickly and enjoy being part of 

our school community.   

In our literacy and topic lessons we have started a new ‘write stuff’ unit on 

Roald Dahl’s Charlie and the Chocolate factory. We have spent considerable 

time reading the first section of the story and discussing the plot and characters 

ready for our writing work which will start next week. The children have found 

Charlie Bucket a likeable and kind character and we all want to read on more 

to find out what lies behind the huge gates of Willy Wonka’s factory! We had 

a wonderful expression session researching flavours of chocolate in our 

‘invention room’. The children used lots of great vocabulary to describe the 

taste, smell and appearance of the different types of chocolate and they then used some of these ideas to 

help them to name and design their own chocolate bar. 

We have also started our ‘Write stuff’ spelling lessons by doing an 

investigation. The children tested the hypothesis that the -tion 

spelling of ‘shun’ was the most common. They sorted a set of words 

according to the 9 main ways of spelling the ‘shun’ sound at the end 

of words and found that it was indeed the most common. The children 

also found their ‘focus five’ words to work on spelling in class over the 

next couple of weeks.  

In maths we revised adding any two 2-digit numbers to make 100. We then worked on using this knowledge 

to take any 3-digit number and count on to the next multiple of 100 or back to the previous multiple of 100. 

We reviewed the frog method of counting up along a number line to find the difference between two 3-digit 

numbers. We also practiced writing 4-digit numbers in both numerals and words.  

In science we started our new topic on teeth and eating. We learned about the different types of teeth we 

have in our mouths. The children then labeled the different types of teeth on a diagram and wrote a short 

description of the function of each type.  

Talk Topic: What questions would you ask Willy Wonka, the owner of the chocolate factory, if you could 

meet him? 

And that was our week! I hope you have a great 

weekend.  

Kind Regards, 

Camilla Rutayisire      Year4teacher@telenet.be 
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Year 5       year5teacher@telenet.be 

Dear Parents,  

Welcome back and thank you for coming to Wednesday’s Curriculum 

Information evening. I hope that all, or at least nearly all, of your 

questions and doubts were answered. You can always contact me via 

Edmodo messages or the email address below if there are any doubts 

or queries in the future. We will meet again for sure at the end of 

October (29th) at Parents Evening. 

The children have had lots of new routines to get used to, but they have adapted very well and I’ve been 

pleased. As these routines and methods get more ingrained, things will run more smoothly and the children 

will draw even greater benefit. I’m already impressed with their enthusiasm and their thirst for knowledge, 

not to mention the knowledge lots of them seem to brim with already.  

This class is full of hidden gems and unexpected talents, so I’ve decided to call them the Iced Gems (Google 

image ‘ice gem’ or ‘nic-nac au sucre’ in French). 

The past week and a half have been all about getting to know the class and identifying their strengths and 

weaknesses. There have been lots of speaking and listening and fluency activities as well as a healthy dose 

of much-needed speed tests. By finding out where we need repair work, we can hit those areas and become 

better learners. 

Core subjects have also started and in Science we looked at material properties, in Maths we revised place 

value in the number system and in Topic we began exploring the world’s greatest and best-known 

monuments and landmarks. The kids are enthralled by this, bounding with energy and excited to find out 

more. 

On Friday, we will have scooted with fury, fired arrows with venom, sculpted and been to the opera. 

I’m sure that with goings-on in the classroom and all of this, Y5 will be a great year. Enjoy your weekend. 

Best wishes Tim Stedman & 

Mrs Tolentino  

 

Year 6  

Dear Parents, 

Thank you for attending our Zoom session on Wednesday.  I understand that 

there is much enthusiasm for providing us with a take-away supper for our first 

night at Cornimont – what a treat! Please look out for an invitation to the 

Cornimont Zoom on Tuesday 14th September. 

In Maths, we revised place value, focusing on multiplying and dividing numbers 

(including decimals) by 10, 100, 1000 and then progressed to rounding decimals 

to 1, 2, 3 decimal places. We investigated the binary numbers system.   We 

attacked negative numbers: addition, subtraction, multiplication and division. 

As pupils had revised module one – plants in their Key Stage Two Science books, they were given the 

opportunity to dissect two different flowers.  Armed with tweezers and scissors, the Year 6 scientists 

carefully dissected flowers and created a ‘blooming’ presentation in their science log books. 

Our Talk Topic for this week is: Explain what your favourite landmark or 

monument is? What is so special about it? 
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‘The Breadwinner’, by Deborah Ellis was a ground-breaking book, 

when it appeared twenty years ago.  Given the situation in 

Afghanistan, I decided that this was, sadly, an opportunity to 

revisit this text, along with using National Geographic resources to 

create a project about the country.  In fact, the students are 

‘directing’ the project by generating questions they wrote in 

response to a press photograph taken during the evacuations.  

After reading an article entitled ‘Afghanistan’s People and 

History’, pupils practised general map-reading skills, located and 

identified Afghanistan and its neighbours and major geographical 

landmarks on a map, and explored ethnic distribution in 

Afghanistan and Pakistan. 

All children have been given a reading book from the class library, which they can exchange as and when 

they wish.  They may take books out of the library, and I am reading The Breadwinner to them in class.  Every 

child should be reading for at least ten minutes per day. 

Our mission, to achieve the impossible, has begun.       

Talk Topic: How has Afghanistan’s geography affected its history? 

Happy weekend. 

Best wishes, 

Beverley Tranter     year6teacher@telenet.be 

Music - Oak Building:  

KS2: This week in music, we celebrated being back to school 

with a French song called "C'est la rentrée". We also talked 

about various music styles such as the ballet or the opera and 

listened to extracts from the Magic Flute and the Swan Lake. 

We were also very excited about taking our recorders back to 

school and cannot wait to start again next week!  

French - Oak Building:  

Year 3:  

In French with Madame Scharf, we learnt/revised how to introduce ourselves by saying all sorts of 

information about ourselves: our name (je m’appelle), our age (j’ai 7/8 ans), the year we are in at school (je 

suis en troisième), our nationality (je suis indien/indienne), etc etc. All the information is in the notebook 

for the children to revise at home. The children asked each other questions by doing some role playing. 

Some of them also introduced themselves spontaneously.  

We revised the pronouns “je, tu, il, elle” and the verb “être”: je suis, tu es, il/elle est.  
 
Year 4: In French with Madame Halvorsen, we 
worked on “C’est la Rentrée, je me présente,!”  
The objective was to greet each other using the 
informal mode: comment ça va  and the formal 
mode comment allez-vous? We talked about the 
difference between ‘tu & vous’ when addressing 
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friends and strangers. Then we went on asking comment tu t’appelles? Comment s’appelle- t-elle? 
Comment s’appelle-t-il?  Enchanté! Au revoir! 
We reviewed ‘les numéros’ from 1 to 100. We used the numbers to ask ‘Quel âge as-tu? Quel âge il a? Quel 

âge elle a’? We got to work in groups and interview each other using the personal pronouns, je/tu/il/elle. 

We concluded with a fun quiz on the numbers. 

Year 5:  

In French with Madame Halvorsen, we worked on “c’est la Rentrée, je me 

présente,!”  The objective was to introduce each other using the informal 

and formal speech comment ça va and the comment allez-vous? Then we 

went on asking comment tu t’appelles? Je m’appelle.. Enchanté! Comment 

s’appelle- t-elle? Comment s’appelle-t-il?  and different ways to say Bye! 

Au revoir! Bon après-midi! Bonne soirée! 

We also learned that the masculine nationality is the same word for the language as in Je suis français et je 

parle le français. We reviewed ‘les numéros’ from 1 to 100 and then we asked‘Quel âge as-tu? Quel âge il 

a? Quel âge elle a’? We got to work in groups and interview each other using the personal pronouns, 

je/tu/il/elle and we concluded with a fun quiz on the numbers. 

Year 6:  
In French with Madame Halvorsen, we started the week by setting 

some helpful goals for looking at the French language as a fun 

challenge, in the way it’s taught in the French-speaking Belgian 

schools.  Our goal will be to observe, explore, discover and 

manipulate the tools of the language to better master them.  That 

said, we set about exploring ‘la notion de phrase’ and we found out 

that there are different ways of constructing sentences: ‘La phrase 

verbale’ et ‘la phrase non verbale’, 

We then looked at the idea in more detail and found out that there is 

‘la phrase simple and la phrase complexe’, after which we started 

brainstorming and imagining all sorts of phrases, some of which were 

delightfully surreal, creative and grammatically correct. Then, we concluded with a brilliant and challenging 

assignment where they had to think, write an essay and give individual presentations about themselves 

using ‘la notion de phrase’ in different ways. They were great! 

The History, Geography and Culture of Belgium 

During the first lesson with Madame Scharf all about Belgium, from Years 3 to Y 6, we talked about ‘le pays’ 
and the flag (le drapeau), the capital and the football team: les Diables Rouges. Everyone had the opportunity 
to say what they knew about Belgium (in French), and I was impressed to see how many ideas they have.    
 
.  

 


